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Abstract Even though morally competent artificial agents have yet to emerge in
society, we need insights from empirical science into how peoplewill respond to such
agents and how these responses should inform agent design. Three survey studies
presented participantswith an artificial intelligence (AI) agent, an autonomous drone,
or a human drone pilot facing amoral dilemma in amilitary context: to either launch a
missile strike on a terrorist compound but risk the life of a child, or to cancel the strike
to protect the child but risk a terrorist attack. Seventy-two percent of respondents
were comfortable making moral judgments about the AI in this scenario and fifty-
one percent were comfortable makingmoral judgments about the autonomous drone.
These participants applied the same norms to the two artificial agents and the human
drone pilot (more than 80% said that the agent should launch the missile). However,
people ascribed different patterns of blame to humans and machines as a function
of the agent’s decision of how to solve the dilemma. These differences in blame
seem to stem from different assumptions about the agents’ embeddedness in social
structures and the moral justifications those structures afford. Specifically, people
less readily see artificial agents as embedded in social structures and, as a result, they
explained and justified their actions differently. As artificial agents will (and already
do) perform many actions with moral significance, we must heed such differences in
justifications and blame and probe how they affect our interactions with those agents.
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1 Introduction and Background

Autonomous, intelligent agents, long confined to science fiction, are entering social
life at unprecedented speeds. Though the level of autonomy of such agents remains
low in most cases (Siri is not Her, and Nao is no C3PO), increases in autonomy
are imminent, be it in self-driving cars, home companion robots, or autonomous
weapons. As these agents become part of society, they no longer act like machines.
They remember, reason, talk, and take care of people, and in some ways people treat
them as humanlike. Such treatment involves considering the machines’ thoughts,
beliefs, intentions, and other mental states; developing emotional bonds with those
machines; and regarding them as moral agents who are to act according to society’s
norms and who receive moral blame when they do not. We do not have robots yet
that are themselves blamed for their norm-violating behaviors; but it may not be
long before such robots are among us. Perhaps not in the eyes of scholars who do
not believe that robots can be blamed or held responsible (e.g., [10, 38]); but very
likely in the eyes of ordinary people. Anticipating people’s responses to such moral
robots is an important topic of research into both social and moral cognition and
human–robot interaction.

A few previous studies have explored people’s readiness to ascribe moral prop-
erties to artificial agents. In one study, a majority of people interacting with a robot
considered the robot morally responsible for a mildly transgressive behavior [18].
One determinant of people’s blame ascriptions to a transgressive robot is whether
the robot is seen as having the capacity to make choices [31], whereas learning about
an AI’s algorithm does not influence people’s judgments that an AI did something
“wrong” [37]. People’s moral actions toward a robot are affected by the robot’s emo-
tional displays of vulnerability [7], and studies have begun to examine the force of
moral appeals that robots express to humans [28, 40]. In recent work, we have di-
rectly compared people’s evaluations of human and artificial agents’ moral decisions
[24, 25, 43]. These studies suggested that about two-thirds of people readily accept
the premise of a future moral robot, and they apply very similar mechanisms of moral
judgment to those robots.

But very similar is not identical.Wemust not assume that people extend all human
norms and moral information processing to robots [21]. In fact, people blame robots
more than humans for certain costly decisions [24, 25], possibly because they do
not grant robot agents the same kinds of moral justifications for their decisions. It is
imperative to investigate and understand these distinct judgments of artificial agents’
actions before we design robots that take on moral roles and before we pass laws
about robot rights and obligations. Behavioral science can offer insights into how
people respond to moral robots—and those responses must guide the engineering of
future robots in society.
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In some areas of society, robots are fast advancing toward roles with moral signifi-
cance; themilitary forms one such area. Investments into robot research and engineer-
ing have been substantial inmany industrial nations [26, 35, 45] and human–machine
interactions are moving from remote control (as in drones) to advisory and team-
based. Tension is likely to occur in teams when situations become ambiguous and
actions potentially conflict with moral norms. In such cases, who will know better—
human or machine? Who will do the right thing—human or machine? The answer is
not obvious, as human history is replete with norm violations, fromminor corruption
to unspeakable atrocities, and the military is greatly concerned about such violations
[27]. If we build moral machines at all [44] then they should meet the highest ethical
demands, even if humans do not always meet them. Thus, pressing questions arise
over what norms moral machines should follow, what moral decisions they should
make, and how humans evaluate those decisions.

In taking on these questions of moral HRI [24], we introduce two topics that have
generated little empirical research so far. First, previous work has focused on robots
as potential moral agents; in our studies, we asked people to consider autonomous
drones and disembodied artificial intelligence (AI) agents. The public often thinks
of drones when debating novel military technology, perhaps just one step away from
lethal autonomous weapons—a topic of serious concern for many scientists, legal
scholars, and citizens [1, 3, 32, 38]. AI agents have recently attracted attention in the
domain of finance and employment decisions, but less so in the domain of security.
Previous research suggests that AI agents may be evaluated differently from robot
agents [25], but more systematic work has been lacking.

Second, in light of recent interest in human–machine teaming [9, 15, 33], we
consider the agent’s role as a member of a team and the impact of this role on moral
judgments. In the military, in particular, many decisions are not made autonomously,
but agents are part of a chain of command, a hierarchy with strict social, moral, and
legal obligations.

The challenging questions of human–machine moral interactions become most
urgent in what is known as moral dilemmas – situations in which every available
action violates at least one norm. Social robots will inevitably face moral dilemmas
[5, 20, 29, 36]. Dilemmas are not the only way to study emerging moral machines,
but they offer several revealing features. Dilemmas highlight a conflict in the norm
system that demands resolution, and because an agent must respond (inaction is a
response), we can examine how people evaluate machines’ and humans resolutions.
Examining moral dilemmas also allows experimental manipulation of numerous
features of the scenario, such as high versus low choice conflict, mild versus severe
violations, and different levels of autonomy.

For the present studies, we entered the military domain because important ethical
debates challenge the acceptability of autonomous agents with lethal capabilities,
and empirical research is needed to reveal people’s likely responses to such agents.
We offer three studies into people’s responses to moral decisions made by either
humans or artificial agents, both embedded into a human command structure.
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The immediate inspiration for the studies’ contents came from amilitary dilemma
in the recent film Eye in the Sky [16]. In short, during a secret operation to capture
terrorists, the military discovers that the targets are planning a suicide bombing. But
just as the command is issued to kill the terrorists with a missile strike, the drone pilot
notices a child entering the missile’s blast zone and the pilot interrupts the operation.
An international dispute ensues over the moral dilemma: delay the drone strike to
protect the civilian child but risk an imminent terrorist attack, or prevent the terrorist
attack at all costs, even risking a child’s death.

We modeled our experimental stimuli closely after this plotline but, somewhat
deviating from the real military command structure [6], we focused on the pilot as
the central human decision maker and compared him with an autonomous drone
or with an AI. We maintained the connection between the central decision maker
and the command structure, incorporating decision approval by the military and le-
gal commanders. The resulting narrative is shown in Fig. 1, with between-subjects
agent manipulations separated by square brackets and colors. (The narratives, ques-
tions, and results for all studies can be found in the Supplementary Materials, http://
research.clps.brown.edu/SocCogSci/AISkyMaterial.pdf.)

In designing this scenario, we wanted to ensure that the chain of command is clear
but that the normative constraint is one of the permissions, not of strict obligation.
Any soldier in this situation (human or artificial) has a general obligation to make
decisions that are in linewith themilitary’smission (e.g., to eliminate terrorist threats)
but that also have to be in linewith humanitarian laws aboutminimizing civilian losses
[17]. We did not aim to study a situation of disobedience to a strict command but
one of partially autonomous decision making: permission to A still leaves room to A
or to not-A. The question then becomes how observers evaluate the agents’ decision
one way or another.

We investigated three questions about people’smoral judgment of artificial agents.
The first is a prerequisite for moral HRI and still a debated issue: whether people find
it appropriate at all to treat artificial agents as targets of moral judgment. The second
is what moral norms people impose on human and artificial agents and whether
the right action varies by agent type. The third is how people morally evaluate the
agents’ decisions through judgments of wrongness or blame [23]. Scholars have
debated whether artificial agents are morally superior to humans in life-and-death
scenarios (e.g., [2, 41]) or should not be moral decision makers at all (e.g., [10, 12,
38]). Because acceptance of robots in societywill depend largely on ordinary people’s
conceptual assumptions and cognitive responses, we focus on an assessment of lay
views; and because morality is ultimately a social practice [12, 39, 42], knowing
about lay people’s judgments does tell us about morality as it is currently applied,
and may be applied to future robots.

Study 1 examined whether any asymmetry exists between a human and artificial
moral decision maker in the above military dilemma. Studies 2 and 3 replicated the
finding and tried to distinguish between two possible interpretations of the results.
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Fig. 1 Experimental material (narrative, dependent variables, and follow-up questions) for Study
1. The between-subjects manipulation of Agent (human drone pilot, autonomous drone, AI agent)
is indicated by different font colors and square brackets; the between-subjects manipulation of
Decision (launch the strike vs. cancel the strike) is indicated by square brackets
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2 Study 1

2.1 Methods

Participants. We recruited a total of 720 participants from the online crowdsourcing
site Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT); two participants did not enter any responses
and ended the study early; four provided no text responses, critical for our analyses.
Given our previous studies on human–robot comparisons in moral dilemmas [24],
we assumed an effect size of Cohen’s d = 0.30 for the human–machine asymmetry
contrast. Detecting such an effect with power of 0.80 and p < 0.05 requires a sample
size of n = 90 in each cell. However, we also knew from our previous studies that
about 35% of participants reject the experiment’s premise of an artificial agent as a
moral decision maker. Thus, we expanded the corresponding conditions for artificial
agents to 135 per cell, expecting approximately 90 participants to accept the experi-
ment’s premise. Each participant received $0.35 in compensation for completing the
short task (3min).

Procedure and Measures. Each participant read the narrative displayed in Fig. 1
one paragraph at a time, having to click on a button to progress. After they read the
entire narrative (with the experimentally manipulated decision at the end), we asked
people to make two moral judgments: whether the agents’ decision was morally
wrong (Yes vs. No) and how much blame the agent deserved for the decision. The
order of the questions was fixed because of the additional information that blame
judgments require over and above wrongness judgments [23, 43]. After making each
judgment, participants were asked to explain the basis of the judgment (“quote”).

We included four measures to control for the possible influence of conservative
attitudes (religious, support for military, support for the drone program, ideology;
see SupplementaryMaterials). They formed a single principal component (λ = 2.09)
with reasonable internal consistency (α = 0.68) and were averaged into a conser-
vatism score. However, controlling for this composite did not change any of the
analyses reported below.

We also included an open-ended question that probed whether participants had
encountered “this kind of story before, either in real life or in an experiment.” We
classified their verbal responses into No (84%), Yes (3.6% indicated they saw it in
a film, 3.9% in the news, 7.1% in an experiment). When analyzing the data of only
those who had never encountered the story, all results reported below remained the
same or were slightly stronger.

Design and Analysis. The 3× 2 between-subjects design crossed a three-level
Agent factor (human pilot vs. drone vs. AI) with a two-level Decision factor (launch
the strike vs. cancel the strike). We defined a priori Helmert contrasts for the Agent
factor, comparing (1) human agent to the average of the two artificial agents and
(2) the autonomous drone to the AI. As in previous work, we considered any main
effect of Decision across agents as resulting from the specifics of the narrative –
the balance between the two horns of the dilemma. A main effect of Agent may
point to a possible overall tendency of blaming machines more or less than humans.
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However, such a conclusion must remain tentative because blame scales are, like
most judgment scales, subject to effects of standards of comparison (see [4]) and the
between-subjects design does not guarantee that people use the same standards for
both agents. For our purposes of potential human–machine asymmetries, the critical
test rested in the interaction term of Agent × Decision, which indicates differential
judgments for human versusmachine depending on the agents’ decision and is robust
against any narrative and scaling effects.

To identify participants who did not accept the premise of the study—that artificial
agents can be targets of moral judgment—we followed previously established clas-
sification procedures [24] of the verbal explanations people provide for their moral
judgments. For the present studies, we developed automatic text analysis using key-
word searches, marking phrases such as: “doesn’t have a moral compass,” “it’s not
a person,” “it’s a machine,” “merely programmed,” “it’s just a robot” (for details
see Supplementary Materials). We also marked phrases in which participants indi-
cated that all or partial blame should accrue to the machine’s programmer, creator, or
manufacturer. (Blame shared with superiors was not grounds for marking.) After the
automatic text analyses, human judges read through a subset of the responses as well,
to mark any additional ones not identified by the automatic text analysis or removing
ones that were incorrectly classified. Interjudge reliability among two human coders
was between 93 and 96% agreement across the studies, κs = 0.86 to 0.98, and reli-
ability between automatic text analysis and human coders was between 94 and 96%
agreement, κs = 0.86 to 0.92.

2.2 Results

Following the above procedure, we identified 29.2% of participants who expressed
serious doubts about the AI’s eligibility for moral evaluation and 50.0% who ex-
pressed doubts about the drone’s eligibility. Analyzing moral judgments of robots
and AI would not make sense for participants who explicitly distance themselves
from the possibility of making such judgments, so we excluded these participants
from the analyses reported below, resulting in a sample of 501 participants, 214 eval-
uating artificial agents and 177 evaluating the human agent. (All results still hold
in the entire sample but with lower overall blame levels for artificial agents; see
Supplementary Materials for complete means and standard deviations.)

Moral wrongness. People were generally accepting of both decisions (launch or
cancel), as only 22.2% of the sample declared either decision as “morally wrong.”
However,more people regarded the human pilot’s decision to cancel aswrong (25.8%
of 89) than the decision to launch (14.8% of 88), whereas the reverse was true
for the two artificial agents: more people considered the drone’s or AI’s decision
to launch as wrong (27.0% of 159) than the decision to cancel (19.4% of 165).
Accordingly, a logistic regression (n = 501) on the probability of calling the decision
morally wrong found the interaction between Decision and Agent to be significant,
and specifically the first a priori contrast between human and the average of drone and
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Fig. 2 Columns represent average blame ratings (and indicate cell sizes at column base) in Study 1
as a function of the manipulated factors of Agent (AI, Autonomous drone, human drone pilot) and
Decision (to launch or to cancel a missile strike on a terrorist compound, while risking the life of
a nearby child). Cohen’s d effect sizes for the cancel–launch asymmetry in blame are −0.01 (AI),
0.16 (Drone), and 0.55 (Human pilot)

AI, Wald(1) = 6.09, p = 0.014, corresponding to d = 0.18. The second contrast,
between drone and AI, showed no difference, Wald < 1, p = 0.38.

Blame judgments. In the analysis of moral blame (n = 501), canceling received
overall more blame (M = 47.2) than launching (M = 39.3), F(1, 495) = 6.65, p =
0.01, d = 0.23. However, this main effect broke down into two distinct patterns for
human and machine (Fig. 2). Whereas the human pilot received considerably more
blame for canceling (M = 54.2) than for launching (M = 35.3), the artificial agents
received on average roughly the same amount of blame for canceling (M = 43.4)
as for launching (M = 41.5); interaction F(1, 495) = 7.24, p = 0.007, d = 0.25.
Blame for the two artificial agents did not differ, F(1, 495) < 1, p = .46).1

2.3 Discussion

A first important finding of Study1 was that between 30 and 50% of people raised
doubts about the artificial agents’ eligibility as targets of moral blame. The greater
level of doubt for the autonomous drone is noteworthy, as the narrative describes
the drone as having “a state-of-the-art Artificial Intelligence (AI) decision system
on board”; so under the hood, it is no different from the “state-of-the-art Artificial
Intelligence (AI) decision agent” on board a military aircraft in the AI condition.
Nonetheless, talk of a drone, normally a remote-controlled flying hull, convinced
fewer lay perceivers that the machine can be treated as a target of moral blame. By

1Analysis of potential gender differences suggested that the wrongness asymmetry was unaffected
by gender but that the blame asymmetry was driven by female respondents. However, this gender
effect was not replicated in Study 2 and is therefore considered spurious.
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contrast, the rate of accepting the AI as a target of blame was close to that we have
found for robots in previous moral dilemmas [24, 25].

The second important finding was that a human–machine asymmetry emerged in
people’s moral judgments. Taking wrongness and blame together, the human pilot’s
cancelation decision was judged more negatively than the launch decision; such a
cancel–launch asymmetry in blame did not exist for the AI or the autonomous drone.

At least two processes could explain this asymmetry between human and artificial
agents. First, people may impose different norms on human and artificial agents.
Humans may be more strongly obligated to intervene (launching the missile and
taking out the terrorists) than are artificial agents, and violating a stronger obligation
(here, by canceling the strike) naturally leads to more blame. Second, people might
grant the human and the artificial agents differential moral justifications for their
actions. In particular, people may find the pilot to be justified in executing the action
approved by the commanders (hence deserving less blame for launching) but less
justified in going against this approved action (hence deserving more blame for
canceling). Such a difference in justifications would follow from perceiving the
human as deeply embedded in the military command structure. By contrast, if the
artificial agents are seen a less deeply embedded in such a social structure, then
no greater blame for canceling than for launching should be expected; the artificial
agents receive no mitigation for going along with the commanders’ recommendation
and no penalty for going against it.

In the next two studies, we examined these explanations and also sought to repli-
cate the basic pattern of Study 1. Study 2 assessed the potentional difference in
norms; Study 3 assessed the potential impact of command structure justifications.

3 Study 2

In Study 2, we again featured an AI and a drone as the artificial agents and contrasted
them with a human pilot. However, we wondered whether the label “autonomous”
in Study 1’s narrative (repeated three times for the drone and once for the AI) made
the machine’s independence from the command structure particularly salient and
thus produced the effect. We therefore omitted this label in all but the respective
introductory sentences of the narrative (“A fully autonomous, state-of-the-art Artifi-
cial Intelligence (AI) decision agent...”; “A fully autonomous military drone, with a
state-of-the-art Artificial Intelligence (AI) decision system on board”). In addition,
trying to account for the human–machine asymmetry in Study 1, we tested the first
candidate explanation for the asymmetry—that people impose different norms on
human and artificial agents. Specifically, we asked participants what the respective
agent should do (before they learned what the agent actually did); this question cap-
tures directly what people perceive the respective agent’s normative obligation to
be.2

2The conditions for this study were originally conducted on two separate occasions, a few weeks
apart, comparing AI to human and then comparing drone to human. We combined these conditions
for all analyses below.
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3.1 Methods

Participants. We recruited a total of 770 participants from Amazon Mechanical
Turk; five did not enter any responses and canceled the study; three provided no text
responses. We again oversampled for the artificial agent conditions, 135 in each AI
condition and 160 in each drone condition, and targeted 90 in each human condition.
Each participant was paid $0.30 for the study.

Procedure. No change was made to Study 1’s narrative except that the word
“autonomous”was removed fromall but the first sentence of both theAI and the drone
narrative. To measure people’s normative expectations in resolving the dilemma, we
inserted a should question before participants learned about the agent’s decision.
Participants answered the question “What should the [agent] do?” in an open-ended
way, and 98% provided a response easily verbally classifiable as launch or cancel.
Because the moral wrongness question had shown a similar pattern as the blame
question and low rates overall in Study 1,we omitted thewrongness question in Study
2, thereby also minimizing the danger of asking participants too many questions
about semantically similar concepts. After the should question, people provided
their blame judgments and corresponding explanations (“Why does it seem to you
that the [agent] deserves this amount of blame?”). Thus, the study had a 3 (Agent:
human pilot, AI, drone) × 2 (Decision: launch vs. cancel) between-subjects design,
with two dependent variables: should and blame. For the Agent factor, we again
defined Helmert contrasts, comparing (1) the human agent to the average of the two
artificial agents and (2) the drone to the AI.

3.2 Results

Following the same procedures as in Study 1, we identified 25.8% of participants
who expressed doubts about the AI’s moral eligibility and 47.5% who expressed
such doubts about the drone. All analyses reported below are based on the remaining
541 participants (but the results are very similar even in the full sample).

Norms. People did not impose different norms on the three agents. Launching the
strike was equally obligatory for the human (M = 83.0%), the AI (M = 83.0%),
and the drone (M = 80%). A logistic regression confirmed that neither human and
artificial agents (p = 0.45) nor AI and drone (p = 0.77) differed from one another.

Blame judgments. We again found generally greater blame across agents for can-
celing (M = 51.7) than for launching (M = 40.3), F(1, 535) = 13.6, p < 0.001,
d = 0.30, in linewith the result that over 80%of people recommended launching.We
replicated the human–machine asymmetry fromStudy1:Whereas the humanpilot re-
ceived far more blame for canceling (M = 52.4) than for launching (M = 31.9), the
artificial agents together received similar levels of blame for canceling (M = 44.6)
as for launching (M = 36.5), interaction F(1, 535) = 4.02, p = 0.046, d = 0.19.
However, as Fig. 3 shows, while the cancel–launch blame difference for the hu-
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Fig. 3 Columns represent average blame ratings (and cell sizes at column base) in Study 2 as a
function of the manipulated factors of Agent (AI, Drone, Human) and Decision (to launch or to
cancel the strike). Cohen’s d effect sizes for the cancel–launch asymmetry in blame are 0.04 (AI),
0.36 (Drone), and 0.58 (Human pilot)

man pilot was strong, d = 0.58, that for the drone was still d = 0.36, above the
AI’s (d = 0.04), though not significantly so, F(1, 535) = 2.2, p = 0.13. Introduc-
ing gender or conservative ideology into the model did not change the results.

3.3 Discussion

Study 2 replicated the human–machine asymmetry in judgments of blame, albeit with
a less clear-cut pattern for the drone. The somewhat higher cancel–launch blame
difference for the drone in Study 2 (d = 0.36) than in Study 1 (d = 0.16) might
have resulted from our removing three instances of the word “autonomous” from
the drone narrative, thereby decreasing the drone’s independence from the command
structure. It may also be the result of the should question preceding people’s blame
judgments in Study 2, as over 80% of people said the drone should launch, but then
half of them learned that it canceled, highlighting even the drone’s “disobedience.”
However, this violation also appeared for the AI, so people must have experienced
the insubordinate drone as less acceptable than the insubordinate AI (the two differed
clearly only in the cancel condition; see Fig. 3). Yet another interpretation treats the
drone’s pattern as nearly identical to that of the whole sample, where people assigned
more blame for canceling than for launching (d = 0.30), in line with the normative
expectation that launching is the right thing to do. It is then the human pilot and
the AI that deviate from this pattern, implying that the human agent is particularly
susceptible to blame mitigation for launching and exacerbation for canceling, and
the AI is impervious to such blame modulation.

Taken together, two studies showed that people blame a human pilot who cancels
a missile strike considerably more than a pilot who launches the strike (ds of 0.55
in Study 1 and 0.58 in Study 2); they blame an autonomous drone slightly more
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(ds of 0.16 and 0.36); and they blame an autonomous AI equally (ds of −0.01
and 0.04). Study 2 tested the first explanation of this cancel–launch asymmetry for
human versus machine agents by asking people what the agent should do—probing
the action norms that apply to each agent in this dilemma. The results suggest that
the human–machine asymmetry is not the result of differential norms: For all three
agents, 80–83% of people demanded that the agent launch the strike. The asymmetry
we foundmust, therefore, be due to somethingmore specific about blame judgments.

This brings us to the second explanation for the human–machine asymmetry—that
people apply different moral justifications for the human’s and the artificial agents’
decisions. Justifications by way of an agent’s reasons are a major determinant of
blame [23], and in fact they are the only determinant left when norms, causality, and
intentionality are controlled for, which we can assume the experimental narrative to
have achieved. The justification hypothesis suggests that the human pilot tended to re-
ceive less blame for launching the strike because the commanders’ approvalmade this
decision relatively justified; and the pilot receivedmore blame for canceling the strike
because going against the commanders’ approval made this decision less justified.
The human pilot being part of the military command structure thus presents justifi-
cations that modulate blame as a function of the pilot’s decision. These justifications
may be cognitively less available when considering the decisions of artificial agents,
in part because it is difficult to mentally simulate what duty to one’s superior, disobe-
dience, ensuing reprimands, and so forth might look like for an artificial agent and its
commanders. Thus, the hypothesis suggests that people perceive the humanpilot to be
more tightly embedded in themilitary command structure, and tomore clearly receive
moral justification from this command structure, than is the case for artificial agents.

As a preliminary test of this command justification hypothesis, we examined peo-
ple’s own explanations for their blame judgments in both studies to see whether they
offered justification content that referred to the command structure. We searched the
explanations for references to command, order, approval, superiors, authorities, or
to fulfilling one’s job, doing what one is told, etc. (see Supplementary Material for
full list of search words.) We saw a consistent pattern in both studies (Fig. 4). Par-
ticipants who evaluated the human pilot offered more than twice as many command
references (27.7% in Study 1, 25.7% in Study 2) as did the those who evaluated
artificial agents (9.6% in Study 1, 12.3% in Study 2), Wald(1) = 11.7, p = 0.001,
corresponding to d = 0.20. (The analysis also revealed an effect of Decision on the
rate of command references, as apparent in Fig. 4.)

The critical test, however, is whether participants who explicitly referred to com-
mand structure made different blame judgments. The command justification hypoth-
esis suggests that such explicit reference reflects consideration of the hypothesized
modulator of blame: justifications in light of the pilot’s relationship with the com-
mand structure. As a result, the presence of command references for the human pilot
should amplify the cancel–launch asymmetry. Perhaps more daringly, the hypothe-
sis also suggests that among those (fewer) participants who made explicit command
references for the artificial agents, a cancel–launch asymmetry may also emerge.
That is because those who consider the artificial agent as part of the command struc-
ture should now have available the same justifications and blame modulations that
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Fig. 4 Relative percentages of participants mentioning aspects of command structure (e.g., superi-
ors, being ordered, the mission), broken down by Agent (Human, Drone, AI) and Decision (cancel
vs. launch) in Study 1 (upper panel) and Study 2 (lower panel). Besides a clear effect of launch-
ing eliciting more command references than canceling), people make considerably more command
references when evaluating the human pilot than when evaluating artificial agents

apply to the human pilot: decreased blame when the agent’s decision is in line with
the commander’s recommendation and increased blame when the agents’ decision
contradicts the commanders’ recommendation.

The results are strongly consistent with the command justification hypothesis.
Figure 5 shows the pattern of blame for each agent as a function of decision and
command references. We combined Studies 1 and 2 in order to increase the number
of participants in the smallest cells and enable inferential statistical analysis, but
the patterns are highly consistent across studies. Specifically, the cancel–launch
asymmetry for the human pilot was indeed amplified among those 94 participants
who referenced the command structure (Ms = 62.5 vs. 25.6, d = 1.27), compared

Fig. 5 Columns represent average blame ratings (and cell sizes at column base) across Studies 1
and 2 as a function of the manipulated factors of Agent (human, drone, AI) and Decision (cancel vs.
launch), broken down by whether or not the participant made reference to the command structure
in their explanations of blame judgments (e.g., order, approval, superiors)
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to those 258 who did not (Ms = 51.5 vs. 38.2, d = 0.36), interaction F(1, 1037) =
8.5, p = 0.004. And even in the artificial agent conditions (averaging AI and drone),
a strong cancel–launch asymmetry appeared only among those 76 participants who
referenced the command structure (Ms = 62.6 vs. 25.9, d = 1.16), but not at all
among those 614 who did not make any such reference (Ms = 46.5 vs. 45.2, d =
0.01), interaction F(1, 1037) = 18.7, p < 0.001. We see comments here such as
“The drone did its job”; “lawyers and commanders gave the go ahead”; “theAI carries
out orders”; “it made the decision even though the launch was approved.” Further
analyses showed that within the subsample who did offer command references, a
strong cancel–launch asymmetry emerged across all agents (right panel of Fig. 5),
F(1, 166) = 54.7, p < 0.001, d = 1.23; by contrast, among the majority who did
not explicitly offer command references (left panel of Fig. 5), only the human pilot
seemed to have been thought of as part of the command structure, as a cancel–launch
asymmetry emerged only in the human condition, F(1, 868) = 5.7, p = 0.017.

These results are based on post-hoc analyses, albeit strong and consistent across
the two studies. In our final study, we attempted to manipulate the agents’ standing
within the command structure to provide more direct evidence for the justification
account and also replicate the relationships between blame judgments and references
to command-related justifications.

4 Study 3

If the human pilot in Studies 1 and 2 received asymmetric blame for canceling
versus launching the strike because of his subordinate position—implying an implicit
duty to follow his commanders’ recommendations—then strengthening his position
and weakening this duty should reduce the blame asymmetry. Study 3 attempted to
increase the human pilot’s position by having the military lawyers and commanders
confirm that either decision is supportable and authorize the pilot drone to make
his own decision (labeled the “Decision Freedom” condition). Relieved (at least
temporarily) of the duty to follow any particular recommendation, the human pilot
is now equally justified to cancel or launch the strike, and no relatively greater blame
for canceling than launching should emerge.

4.1 Methods

Participants. Studies 1 and 2 had provided nearly identical means of blame for the
human pilot’s decisions, so we initially collected data on the human pilot only in the
Decision Freedom condition (Study 3a), targeting 180 participants, 90 in each of the
cancel and launch conditions. To replicate our results, a fewweeks laterwe conducted
Study 3b, including again the Standard condition for the human pilot (targeting
180) as well as a Decision Freedom condition (targeting 180). Some participants
entered but did not complete the study, leaving 522 for analysis of Studies 3a and 3b
combined. Each participant was paid $0.30 for the three-minute study.
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Procedure and Materials. The materials were identical to those in Study 2, except
that in theDecision Freedomcondition, participants learned at the end of the narrative
that “the drone pilot checks in again with the military lawyers and commanders, and
they confirm that either option is supportable and they authorize the pilot to make the
decision.” After answering the should question, participants were randomly assigned
to the launch versus cancel decision and provided the same blame judgments and
explanations as in the first two studies. In Study 3b, we also added a manipulation
check: “In the story, howmuch freedomdoyou think the drone pilot had inmaking his
own decision?”, answered on a 1–7 scale anchored by “No freedom” and “Maximum
freedom.”

4.2 Results

Norms. As in Study 2, most participants (87.7%) felt that the pilot should launch the
strike. This rate did not vary by decision freedom: in the Standard condition, 89.7%
endorsed the launch, and in the Freedom condition, 86.7% did. Thus, we see that
norms for what is the best action are stable and remain unaffected by manipulations
of the pilot’s authority to make the final decision.

Manipulation check. In Study 3b, we asked participants how much freedom they
thought the human pilot had. The Decision Freedom manipulation increased this
estimate from 4.6 to 5.4, F(1, 340) = 19.0, p < 0.001, d = 0.47.

Blame judgments. As Fig. 6 (left panel) shows, compared to the previously found
20-point cancel–launch difference in Study 2 (d = 0.58, p < 0.001), the Decision
Freedommanipulation in Study 3a reduced the difference to 9 points (d = 0.23, p =
0.12), though the cross-study interaction term did not reach traditional significance,
F(1, 349) = 2.4, p = 0.12. Replicating this pattern in Study 3b (Fig. 6, right panel),
we found a 21-point cancel–launch difference in the Standard condition (d = 0.69,
p < 0.001), reduced in the Decision Freedom to a 7-point difference (d = 0.21, p =
0.14), interaction F(1, 341) = 3.7, p = 0.06. Across the entire set of samples, the
relevant interaction term was traditionally significant, F(1, 693) = 6.0, p = 0.014.

Command references. As inStudy2,weused an automatic keyword search to iden-
tify instances inwhich participants explained their ownblame judgments by reference
to the command structure, using such terms as order, approval and superiors (see
SupplementaryMaterials). A human coder reviewed all automatic classifications and
changed 17 out of 522 codes (97% agreement, κ = 0.92).

The rate of offering command references in the replicated Standard condition
(Study 3b) was 29.4%, comparable to the rates in Study 1 (27.7%) and Study 2
(25.7%). In the initial Freedom condition (Study 3a), the rate was 28.1%, and in the
replication (Study 3b), it was 35.6%. In a logistic regression of the data from Study
3, we found a weak increase in the combined Freedom conditions over the Standard
condition, Wald(1) = 3.2, p = 0.07.

More important, Fig. 7 shows the cancel–launch asymmetry in blame judgments
as a function of command references and the Decision Freedom manipulation. In
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Fig. 6 Contrast between “Standard” condition (in which commanders support launch) and new
“Freedom” condition (in which human pilot is explicitly given freedom to make his own decision).
Left panel compares previously reported Standard Study 2 results and the Freedom condition in
Study 3a. Right panel shows results from Study 3b, containing both a Standard condition and a
Freedom condition. In both tests, the cancel–launch asymmetry in blame is reduced in the Freedom
condition compared to the Standard condition

Fig. 7 Those in the Standard condition who refer to the command structure show an amplified
cancel–launch asymmetry in blame. Columns represent average blame ratings (and cell sizes at
column base) in Study 3 as a function of the manipulated factors of Decision (launch vs. cancel) and
Decision Freedom (standard vs. freedom), broken down by whether the participant made reference
to the command structure (e.g., order, approval, superiors)
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the Standard condition, the cancel–launch asymmetry was weakly present for the
120 participants who did not explicitly refer to the command structure (44.2 vs.
32.3, d = 0.37), closely replicating the blame difference among non-referrers in
Studies 1 and 2 combined (d = 0.36). By contrast, the asymmetry was substantially
amplified among those 50 participants who did make command references (66.5 vs.
18.4, d = 2.0). This pattern of results again supports the contention that thinking of
the human pilot as tightly embedded in the command structure is driving the robust
cancel–launch asymmetry we have observed. In the Freedom condition, where we
attempted to weaken this embeddedness, the cancel–launch asymmetry was strongly
reduced, whether people made command references (d = 0.22) or not (d = 0.21).
The mentioned command references had little force because they mostly stated that
the commanders had entrusted the agent with the decision, not that the agent executed
an approved decision or followed orders or disobeyed them (the dominant references
in the Standard condition).

4.3 Discussion

Study 3 tested the hypothesis that the human pilot in Studies 1 and 2 received greater
blame for canceling than for launching because people saw the pilot as embed-
ded in, and obligated to, the military command structure. Such embeddedness pro-
vides better justification, hence mitigated blame, for launching (because it was ex-
pressly approved by the superiors) and weaker justification, hence increased blame,
for canceling (because it resists the superiors’ recommendation). We experimen-
tally strengthened the pilot’s decision freedom by having the superiors approve both
choice options and authorize the pilot to make his own decision; as a result of this
manipulation, we reasoned, the pattern of differential justifications and differential
blame from Studies 1 and 2 should disappear.

The results supported this reasoning. Though the asymmetry did not completely
disappear, it was decidedly reduced by decision freedom. The reduction emerged in
two independent comparisons: from 20 points in Study 2 to 9 points in Study 3a, and
from 21 points to 7 points in Study 3b (all on a 0-100 blame scale). In addition, when
we examined the participants in the Standard condition who made reference to the
command structure, we saw an amplified cancel penalty, fully replicating the pattern
observed in Studies 1 and 2. People justified very low blame ratings for launching
with expressions such as “He did what his commanders told him to do”; “he is
just doing his job”; “He was supported by his commanders to make the choice.”
Conversely, they justified very high blame ratings for canceling with expressions
such as “He had orders to do it and he decided against them”; “Because he made
the decision despite his commander telling him to launch the strike”; or “The pilot
disobeyed direct orders.”
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5 General Discussion

Our investigation was inspired by the accelerating spread of robots in areas of society
wheremoral decisionmaking is essential, such as social andmedical care, education,
or military and security. We focused on the latter domain and explored how people
respond to human and artificial agents that make a significant decision in a moral
dilemma: to either launch a missile strike on a terrorist compound but risk the life of
a child, or to cancel the strike to protect the child but risk a terrorist attack. We were
interested in three questions. First, do people find it appropriate to treat artificial
agents as targets of moral judgment? Second, what norms do people impose on
human and artificial agents in a life-and-death dilemma situation? Third, how do
people morally evaluate a human or artificial agent’s decision in such a dilemma,
primarily through judgments of blame?

5.1 Are Artificial Agents Moral Agents?

In previous studies, we saw that 60–70% of respondents from fairly representative
samples felt comfortable blaming a robot for a norm violation; in the present studies,
we saw a slightly higher rate for an AI agent (72% across the studies) and a lower
rate for an autonomous drone (51%). The greater reluctance to accept a drone as
the target of blame is unlikely to result from an assumption of lower intelligence,
because the narrative made it clear that the drone is controlled by an AI decision
agent. However, the label “drone” may invoke the image of a passive metal device,
whereas “robot” and “AI” better fit the prototype of agents that do good and bad things
and deserve praise or blame for their actions. In another research, we have found that
autonomous vehicles, too, may be unlikely to be seen as directly blameworthy moral
agents [19]. We do not yet know whether this variation is due to appearance [22,
25] or contemporary knowledge structures (cars and drones do not connote agency;
robots and AI do, if only out of wishful or fearful thinking). Either way, we cannot
assume that people either will or will not treat machines as moral agents; it depends
to some degree on the kind of machine they face.

The present studies are not meant to resolve ongoing philosophical debates over
what a“moral agent” is. Instead, the data suggest that a good number of ordinary
people are ready to apply moral concepts and cognition to the actions of artificial
agents. In future research into people’s response to artificial moral agents, contexts
other thanmoral dilemmasmust be investigated, but moral dilemmaswill continue to
be informative because each horn of a dilemma can be considered a norm violation,
and it is such violations that seem to prompt perceptions of autonomy and moral
agency [8, 14, 34].
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5.2 Do People Impose Different Norms on Human and
Artificial Agents?

In the present studies and several other ones in our laboratory, we have found no
general differences in what actions are normative for human or artificial agents—
what actions they should take or are permitted to take. Norm questions may be
insensitive to the perhaps subtle variations in people’s normative perceptions of
humans and machines; or people may generally assume that autonomous machines
will typically have to obey the same norms that humans obey. However, so far we
have examined only the domains of mining work (in [24]) and military missions (in
the present studies). Other domains may show clearer differentiation of applicable
norms to human and artificial agents, such as education, medical care, and other areas
in which personal relations play a central role.

5.3 Do People Morally Evaluate Humans and Machines
Differently?

As in previous work, we found the analysis of blame judgments to generate the most
interesting and robust differences in moral perceptions of humans and machines.
Blame is unique in many respects, from its focus on the agent (as opposed to per-
missability, badness, or wrongness, which are focused on behavior; [43]) to its broad
range of information processing (considering norms, causality, intentionality, pre-
ventability, and reasons; [23, 30]) to its entwinement with social role and standing
[11, 13, 42]. Our results confirm the powerful role of blame, showing that differences
in blame judgments between human and artificial agents may arise from different
assumptions about their social and institutional roles and the moral justifications that
come with these roles. People modulated their moral judgments of the human pilot
in response to such justifications. They mitigated blame when the agent launched the
missile strike, going along with the superiors’ recommendation (e.g., “he/she was
following orders from authorities”; “It was approved by his superiors”), and they
exacerbated blame when the pilot canceled the strike, going against the superiors’
recommendations (“He had the choice and made it against orders”; “He is going
against his superior’s wishes”). By contrast, people hardly modulated their blame
judgments of artificial agents in this way, and they infrequently provided role-based
moral justifications (see Fig. 4). These findings suggest that people less readily see
artificial agents as embedded in social structures and, as a result, they explain and
justify those agent’s actions differently.

Nevertheless, we saw that under some conditions people do modulate their blame
judgments even of artificial agents—namely, when they explicitly consider the com-
mand structure in which the artificial agent is embedded (see Fig. 5). The number of
people who engaged in such considerations was small (12% out of 614 respondents
across the two studies), but for them, blame was a function of the same kinds of
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social role justifications that people offered for the human pilot. They justify their
strong blame for the canceling drone or AI by writing: “The drone’s commanders
sanctioned the attack so the drone is the only one that decided to not attack, thus
placing all the blame upon it”; or “it says the AI agent decided to cancel the strike
even though it was approved by other people.” Conversely, they justify their weak
blame for the launching AI or drone by writing: “The strike was approved bymilitary
lawyers and commanders”; or “Just following its orders.” Of course, this conditional
sensitivity—and people’s general insensitivity—to artificial agents’ social embed-
dedness will have to be confirmed for other contexts (such as everyday interpersonal
actions), other roles (such as nurse or teacher assistant), and other social structures
(such as companies and schools).

It is an open question whether artificial agents should, in the future, be treated
and judged the same way as humans—for example, by explicitly marking their role
in the human social structure. If they are treated and judged differently, these differ-
ences should be explicit—for example, on account of norms being distinct or certain
justifications being inapplicable. If robots are becoming teacher assistants, nurses,
or soldiers, they may have to explicitly demonstrate their moral capacities, declare
their knowledge of applicable norms, and express appropriate justifications, so that
people are reminded of the actual roles these artificial agents play and the applicable
social and moral norms. Leaving it up to people’s default responses may lead to
unexpected asymmetries in moral judgments, which may in turn lead to misunder-
standings, misplaced trust, and conflictual relations. Communities work best when
members know the shared norms, largely comply with them, and are able to justify
when they violate one norm in service of a more important one. If artificial agents
become part of our communities, we should make similar demands on them, or state
clearly when we don’t.
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